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THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION, 
HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C. M.P, 
STATEMENT 20/8/69. 
It has been a tradition of English countries that a 
man's.home is his castle and that he was entitled to peaceful 
and quiet enjoyment of it and within his own four walls to act 
and speak without fear of being overheard or having his acts 
or speech publicised. These rights were protected until today 
by the laws of trespass. There is a remedy in law for any 
householder against anyone who enters his property without • 
authority, but with the development of new technologies, the 
privacy which the law previously guaranteed is no longer capable 
of protection by the law of trespass. Sophisticated devices 
make it possible for people not at the time intruding on the 
property to see and to hear what goes on behind closed doors on 
private property. Some of these devices are readily available 
in Australia. As far as visual oversight of other people is 
concerned, miniature cameras, closed circuit television, infra-
red and special equipment to allow observation in the dark, 
special viewing devices which can be inserted in a wall and which 
are no larger than an ordinary fountain pen, either singularly 
or in conjunction with recording devices, make it possible to 
obtain a visual record of people's private actions in circumstances 
where proof of trespass would be difficult. 
Even more effective are the techniques of overhearing 
private conversations. It is possible to wire a person's 
clothing, to make him a walking radio transmitter. It is 
possible to plant a bugging microphone and transmitter the size of 
which has been reduced to a matchheed. The bugging of an olive 
in a Martini glass at a cocktail party is regarded as rather out-
dated use of modern technologies of bugging. It is possible 
to combine audio bugs with tape recorders, or to run .  
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electrically-conductive metallic paint not visible to the eye. 
It is..possible to use a DSppler radar microphone whereby 
putting a beam on a window-pane, an entire conversation in 
the room in which the window is can be picked up from 
vibrations on the pane. External directional microphones 
can be used for picking up conversations at considerable 
distance. Portable Laser microphones are also available. 
It is in consequence quite possible to obtain devices 
by which one business concern can get complete information 
as to decisions made in the boardrooms of another, in which 
employers could get complete information as to what was said 
at a meeting of trade unionists, by which officers of one 
political party could obtain knowledge of the plans of their 
opponents, by which no private expression of thought and no 
private act is safe from the intrusion or inquisitiveness of 
others. 
The congress of the United States of America has passed 
an Act restricting the use or possession of aural surveillance 
devices. The State of Victoria has passed the Listening 
Devices Act of 1969, which restricts the use of such devices. 
In my view, neither goes far enough. If listening and aural 
surveillance devices are readily available and their possession 
is widespread, there is little hope of controlling their use, 
since from their very nature the user avoids detection. 
The line between what are reasonable uses of new 
technologies and what are instruments designed for snooping 
is not easy to draw, but that does not mean that the attempt 
should not be made. 
The Bill prohibits the use of any listening device to 
record what should properly be private conversations without the 
consent of the parties to those conversations. If a listening 
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device is used by one of the parties to a private conversation 
to record the conversation without the consent of the other 
party, then .-.the person who has. recorded the conversation may not 
publish its substance or meaning except for the protection of 
his lawful interests* The possessioii of listening devices 
or visual surveillance devices, whose design renders them 
primarily useful for recording private acts or listening to 
private conversations without the knowledge of the persons 
concerned, is prohibited. An exception is made for members of 
the police force authorised to possess such devices by the 
Attorney-General and police officers will be able to use 
listening devices and visual surveillance devices when author-
ized by a warrant of a judge of the Supreme Court who has been 
satisfied by evidence on oath that the use of the devices in 
the particular circumstances deposed to is likely to lead to 
the detection of serious crime. No evidence obtained by the 
unlawful use of devices will be admissible in a court of law 
and corporations and their officers will be liable for prosecu-
tion as well as private persons. 
Further provision of the Bill relates to a quite 
different problem. Members of Parliament frequently get 
complaints that their constituents are harried by others, often 
neighbours who have embarked upon a campaign of personal 
annoyance and the people affected list a long course and series 
of actions, none of which, if taken separately, may be unlawful 
or could give rise to remedies in the courts, but if the whole 
course is taken together it does constitute a most unreasonable 
intrusion on the privacy or peace of the person affected. 
The remedy is provided by the Bill that where a citizen could 
complain of a course of harassment of this kind, he could have a 
summons issued from the local court to the people to be bound 
over to be of good behaviour towards him. 
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